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Recently updated, this comprehensive handbook explains the aerodynamics of helicopter flight,
as well helicopter maneuvers, unlike many aviation training manuals which are strictly how-to
guides. Beginning aerodynamics, each step of the process is fully illustrated and thoroughly
explained―from the physics advanced operations to helicopter design and
performance―providing helicopter pilots with a sound to base their in-flight decisions.
Containing discussions on the NOTAR (no tail rotor) system, strakes, principles of airspeed and
high-altitude operations, this revised edition also includes the latest procedures Federal Aviation
Administration.

About the AuthorW. J. Wagtendonk is a retired flight instructor and a former pilot in the Royal
New Zealand Air Force. He is the founder of the Nelson Aviation College in Motueka, New
Zealand, the first flight school approved to conduct both fixed-wing and helicopter courses.
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Helicopter Pilot Oral Exam Guide: When used with the corresponding Oral Exam Guide, this
book prepares you for the oral portion of the Private, ... Helicopter Checkride (Oral Exam Guide
series) Helicopter Maneuvers Manual: A step-by-step illustrated guide to performing all
helicopter flight operations Helicopter Flying Handbook: FAA-H-8083-21A Private Pilot Oral
Exam Guide: The comprehensive guide to prepare you for the FAA checkride (Oral Exam Guide
Series)



Adam and Kelsey Bell, “Great Material!. Must have for studying!”

Blondejovi, “Could not be explained much easier!. I go USMC OSC Air in a few short months,
and this book has all the info i need to be prepared for my potential helo training. Very clearly
expressed theories and explanations on just about everything. I love how to the book enforces
theory FIRST and goes into actual helicopter flight AFTER. Fantastic read.To be honest, read it
slow because the concepts are difficult for some to understand. It took me a few hours to fully
grasp a few things, but I highly recommend to understand in totality the concepts. It will greater
your understanding of the rest of the book!Enjoy!”

Mike, “Principles of Helicopter Flight. I purchased this book as an optional book for a helicopter
theory class, knowing nothing about helicopters going into the class. Since, I have found this
book an essential read to supplement the FAA's rotorcraft flying handbook. Principles of
Helicopter Flight delves deep into the theory of helicopter operation more than the FAA version,
with chapters broken up well for each subject. It also follows a very logical, simple format so that
people not familiar with basic physics concepts can pick up the book and learn everything they
need to know. Overall, it is the perfect text for new pilots and veterans alike. Engineers will have
to use it only as reference, as it does not delve too deep into the equations of flight theory and
aerodynamics.
  
Principles of Helicopter Flight”

Chris, “Detailed Aerodynamic Text. This is a great book for an aspiring or current rotorcraft pilot.
The book dives deep into the physics and science of rotorcraft flight. Its very complete. A
reader will need to have a basic understanding of physics as it relates to flight. The only
negative to this text is that the illustrations and print quality are sub-par. ASA could really do
more to make the text more presentable. Overall a very good book for increasing flight
knowledge.”

Chad, “Must Have. Must have if you’re learning to fly a helicopter or just staying fresh.”

Steve, “Clear and comprehensive. I fly radio controlled helicopters and wanted to understand the
principles of flight plus some flight characteristics that baffled me. The combination of clear
explanations of flight behavior and excellent graphics make this book an excellent choice. The
physics that underlie the performance of a helicopter are covered in just the right level of detail.
The reaction to various control inputs and the various mechanisms that provide those inputs are
thoroughly explained and are accompanied by excellent drawings and graphs. No matter what
size of helicopter you fly, this book will help you understand why a helicopter performs as it does.”



Joseph V. Shulsky, “Principles of Helicopter Flight. I'm using this book as my primary flight
instruction book for helicopter flying. It seems to cover the aerodynamics principles much better
and in more depth than others I have read. If you are searching for a book with real world
helicopter stories and applications/techniques for flying a helicopter; then try another book. This
is more like a college text book from which to learn helicopter flying.”

Matt, “Good buy. Anyone looking at taking helicopter flight lessons or just wanting to further your
knowledge, this is a great book. I used it as a student and even more as an instructor.”

Jack Wearden, “Great (but dense) read. Comparing this with the Quantick book you can pick up
from Pooleys, I found "The Wagtendonk" to be a "Wagten out of Wagten"It starts from the basic
principles of forces, like lift and drag, and over time builds them up to explain the more complex
interactions that explain and influence helicopter flight. Even though it's effectively a textbook it
felt very like a very natural read in order from start to finish, and a lot of thought has clearly been
put in keeping everything as simple as it needs to be but no simpler.”

J. Lyne, “Essential, understandable theory.. The topics covered in this book are very broad and
very complex, but the author manages to put these subjects across in a way that is
understandable by most people.The book starts with the basics of aerodynamic forces and
builds on that knowledge and covers almost everything that the budding helo pilot needs to
know. Every section is accompanied by clear graphs and diagrams where required - although a
bit of colour would have helped some of the diagrams to be a little easier to understand (but
increased the price accordingly).Few people will need to know more about the forces acting on a
helicopter during flight, or find the subject laid out in such a clear and concise manner.”

Christopher Allen, “Very clearly written text book. This is a very clearly written and well illustrated
text book for students of aeronautical engineering or trainee pilots. Recommended.Chris Allen is
a Technical Author and a crime writer specializing in unusual and well researched fiction with the
following books available through Amazon:His latest novel: 
  
Parallel Lifetimes

  



  
    
  
The Beam of Interest: Taken by Storm

  
  
    
  
Hypnotic Tales 2013: Some Light Some Dark

  
  
    
  
Call of the Void: The Strange Life and Times of a Confused Person: 1”

Ebook Library Reader, “The book seems to be widely acclaimed as the definitive .... The book
seems to be widely acclaimed as the definitive aeronautical handbook essential to anyone
studying for their PPL or CPL (H). If you have ever had problems really understanding the
physics of rotorcraft flight this book will simplify and explain where others fail to do so. Saying
that, it is by no means light weight. It goes into as much detail as you could ever need for passing
exams and gaining a deep understanding of what governs the flight characteristics of
helicopters.It probably needs to be seen as an essential accompaniment to other more practical
books on learning to fly helicopters. It provides the 'why' more than the 'how' but saying that
there are some practical gems that may just save your life.An essential for anyone learning to fly
or hoping to improve their flight knowledge. You will keep it forever and probably find yourself



dipping back into it throughout your career.”

PA Smith, “Five Stars. A very useful reference for anybody studying rotary principles of flight”

The book by W.J. Wagtendonk has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 146 people have provided feedback.
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